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This discussion of the problem of depopulation in Melanesia
limits itself to oudine form and brief treatment. Moreover, it is
unwise to be dogmatic about the relative importance of the factors
invQlved. Depopulation, wherever it occurs, is a phenomenon of
complex derivation and of wide societal relationships, which vary
accQrding to locus and are in some cases evanescent. The problem is
one that involves practically all phases and activities of native life
and is the most vital social dilemma that Melanesia faces at the
present time. Many conflicting opinions exist and nearly every field-
worker in anthropology has found new evidence that is contradic-
tory to accepted theories. The tendency is to overemphasize the
importance of such material.
This essay will attempt, therefore, to examine the data concern-
ing depopulation in Melanesia and to consider how these data have
been presented by others, with the aim of clarifying the problem
rather than of seeking more than tentative conclusions.
In defining Melanesia it should be stated that the designation
is both geographical and ethnic. Generally, the term Melanesia is
applied to the region of the southwest Pacific north of 200 south
latitude and west of 1 80 longitude (see map). This would
include the great island of New Guinea and most of the surrounding
islands, especially the archipelagoes to the east and north-the
D'Entrecasteaux, Calvados chain, Louisiades, Trobriands; New
Britain, New Ireland and the vast Bismarck Archipelago; the
Solomons farther on, the New Hebrides and intervening islands.
This large area extends over some 2,100 miles of longitude and
1,200 of latitude. The islands themselves cover roughly 355,000
square miles and present considerable, often radical, variations of
climatic and environmental conditions, particularly on the big,
mountainous islands like New Guinea, New Britain, Bougainville,
*The field observation, upon which this paper is based were made during
1927-30 whes the author was a member of, later leader of, the Whitney South Sea
Expedition fQr the American Museum of Natural History. This paper was read
before the Anthropology Club of Yale University, November 17, 1931. From the
Department of Anatomy, Yale University School of Medicine..' . a aa
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and others where definite zones of mean temperature and humidity
could be plotted, given sufficient meteorological data.
Ethnically, the Melanesian region can be protracted to add
several thousand square miles in New Caledonia and the Fiji groups.
Moreover, certain tribes* of the Torres Straits islands and parts of
Australia (Cape York peninsula and the northwest territory, to be
specific) show Melanesian affinities, notably linguistic, too distinct to
allow them to be classified withthemajorityofAustralianaborigines.
It should be mentioned that Dutch New Guinea, comprising about
half the area of that island and one-third of its population, is
excluded from this study, as are also the Shouten and Aru islands
and those of the East Indies, some of which are inhabited by Mela-
nesians. Information on the native population of the Dutch territory
is very scanty. White settlement is sparse, the dominant foreign ele-
ment being composed of Malay and Oriental traders, and Moham-
medan and Christian missionaries. The government policy operates
to leave the natives more to their own pursuits and resources than in
the other political divisions of Melanesia.
Melanesia means black islands (p/Xa' = black + * os= island)
and we know them to be inhabited by a race, or races, of black people
who possess varying degrees of physical modification and different
cultural and linguistic features. For our purpose they can be divided
into two racial aggregates.
I. The primitive Melanesians, who include the so-called Papu-
ans, and represent the earliest inhabitants of this region of whom we
have a knowledge not based chiefly on mythical or archeological evi-
dence. They exhibit excessive melanin skin pigmentation and a
skull markedly dolichocephalic (approximate cephalic index range,
70.5-74 mm.); platyrrhine nose and corresponding index-an
important factor; long face, and extremely frizzly hair. The most
primitive type of this group, perhaps, is found in the Negrito-like
Pygmies who dwell in parts of southwest and northeast central New
Guinea. They are hard to place with any certainty, and might even
be considered as a separate unit, for in addition to the characters
cited, of which the nasal factor is probably the most constant, they
show prognathism and range even below 145 cm. in stature height.
II. The recent Melanesians (more recent from the standpoint
of arrival in the Pacific) average between 151 and 167 cm., which
* The term "tribe" is used in a descriptive sense for want of a better one. It
does not necessarily apply to any kinship or social organization unit of Melanesians.
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makes the type taller than that of the primitive group. They are
also dolichocephalic, but lighter skirnned and have a higher cephalic
index (75-7&). The nose is mesorrhine or even leptorrhine. The,
hair is not so frizzly and is occasionally curly. Most of these phys-
ical characters tend to overlap, especially where intermixture, which
is common, has occurred. These features represent the most con-
sistent characters of the racial type* which remains more stable in
toto than any other anthropological criterion, illustrated in modern
society, for instance, by the Asiatics and Hawaiians in the Hawaiian
Islands.
These two aggregates of primitive and recent or higher Mela-
nesians may be compared roughly by analogy (parallelism, conver-
gence, etc.) to certain African peoples. The ancient tribes of Guinea
and the upper Nile would parallel the primitive Melanesians and
Papuanswhoinhabitmountainous areas ofNewGuinea,NewBritain,
Bougainville and other islands, most of the New Hebrides and New
Caledonia. The Berbers of northernAfrica, the Nubians, and others
would parallel the higher Melanesianis. The New Guinea Pygmies
(sometimes referred to as Tapiros, although this particular tribe is
foundonlyin southwestern Dutch New Guinea) would beparalleled
by the Congo Negritoes or Negrilloes (Batwas) and the Bushmen
farther south. However, the racial origins- of all Pygmies are still
poorly understood. Despite their undoubted primitive physical
make-up, early intermixture with otherracesapparendyhasexercised
considerable effect.
Racial or physical factors must be dissociated from culture and
language. Certain physical characters can be said to remain suffi-
ciently constant in all primitive races for purposes of classification.
Just which characters they are it is difficult to determine at this stage
of anthropological investigatian. The influence of genetics on the
racial type has by no means been worked out as yet and many physi-
ological factors suggest a remarkable response to external stimuli,
especially among primitive people living on islands in the tropics
* Such an expression is always open to criticism because it does not express what
is meant. The English language does not lend itself adequately to the creation of
new terms that satisfy complete sgnificance for such a systematic category. The
Rassenkroise of Rensch (Dau Printzip gdogr4kiwj&er RassnRrwe unil das Problem
des Aribildung, Berlin, 1929), which he applies to zoageography, is close to what
anthropology needs to designate the racial type according to our modern concept.
This. is the Farnwnkrwe, Artengr"pd, Realgemmg. etc., of earier German
zoological authors.
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like the Melanesians. Ellsworth Huntington"8, Griffith Taylor25,
Felix Speiser24, and others have demonstrated that it is necessary to
compare carefully biological manifestations with conditions of envi-
ronment and dimate in order to explain a great deal of human
morphology. Anomalies do exist among so-called racial types and
satisfactory definition is difficult, but untilrecentlytheenvironmental
and climatic factors have been neglected in respect to the interpreta-
tion of their influence on man's physiological and even psychological
adjustment to his surroundings and associations. What little work
has been done along this line in Melanesiaindicates astrongtendency
on the part of the native races to conform to their habitat in physical
modification that can be accorded quite definite proof by proper
methods24.
We know that culture and language are capable of independent
movement; both subdivide into complex interrelated groups and it
is difficult to decide which of the two is most prone to mutation. To
unravel their intricate pattern as it is spread over the Pacific is the
labor of specialized research. However, we can still hold to our
general classification of the Melanesians and consider them as repre-
senting two anthropological aggregates. The first is the primitive
Melanesians, who feature a dual exogamous family organization,
totemism (or its counterpart), secret societies, special mortuary cus-
toms, ceremonial use of masks, keloid scars and many other cultural
criteria. Induded here would be the mountain tribes of New Guinea
(Papuans, Tapiros, etc.) and other large islands, who have rather
limited folk-lore and speak the complicated Papuan (or non-Mela-
nesian) languages. The second aggregate indudes the higher Mela-
nesians who are found best represented in southeast New Guinea and
the southern Solomons; mostly coast-dwellers who do not stress
exogamy, indulge in head-hunting and ritualistic cannibalism, have
a high technology, being great canoe-builders, wood-carvers, and
artisans, and tattoo in nearly all tribes. Their langtiage is Mela-
nesian in grammatical structure, ramified, of course, into groups and
dialects. But Papuan admixture occurs, mainly in vocabulary. All
the languages ofthis region could better be called Indo-Australasian,
subordinated into Papuan (or non-Melanesian), Melanesian, Aus-
tralian and others, each ofwhich would branch intosmallerunits22' 28.
As has been stated, the limits of the three anthropological cate-
gories-physical, cultural and linguistic-as applied to the Mela-
nesians are still undefined because of the remarkable variability (one
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constant factor we can at least be sure of) that characterizes human
society on these islands. However, it is apparent that the racial type
in Melanesia, from the physical standpoint, tends to be relatively
more sedentary and consistent with locus and at the same time more
conducive to individual modification in variable characters which
affect the group and, therefore, theracialtype,thanonthecontinents.
So with the human material in mind we can discuss depopulation
and its importance in Melanesia. In the first place it is economic.
The natives contribute the most important increment of labor to the
commercial enterprise that supports European occupation. Importa-
tion of foreign laborers has taken place in Fiji, New Caledonia and
the New Hebrides. This would not have been necessary if the
indigenous people could fit into the white man's economic system,
which is based primarily on agriculture, and successfully supply the
labor demand. Employment of Chinese or Tonkinese coolies and
Indians usually leads to competition in some form at the expense of
the original inhabitants. Socially, the problem of depopulation con-
cerns the most vital interest of the native himself-namely, survival.
From a biological view-point this is naturally essential for his wel-
fare. Beyond this, depopulation is closely connected with the native's
adjustment to different societal conditions brought about by contact
with new customs and ideas,* both of the white man and other races,
and even of some of his own people, perhaps, with whom he has had
no contact. The truthful facts of depopulation are the key to the
situation, and the present discussion should indicate how difficult it
is to obtain these facts, to express them in statistical form, and to
analyze and interpret their meaning correctly. Indeed, the inter-
pretation of anyanthropological field-workdependsuponthemethod
and care with which it is carried out. There is always the danger of
drawing inferences and making deductions where we should make
comparisons. The development of generalization and theory is the
test of scholarship based on critical, but impartial judgment; yet
there are many instances of able authors constructing theories of wide
and diverse implication on the basis of field-work among natives of
specialized racial characters and cultural habits.
This is true of the depopulation problem. An instance appears
in a recent paper by H. L. Hogbin11, who says, "It seems that
* The use of pidgin-English which has become wide-spread during the past
fifty years among the Melanesian natives has contributed more than any other
instrument to make this possible.
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whereverthe white mansets his foot inthePacific,depopulation must
follow." This statetnent is not wholly true since it has been shown
that in some parts of the Pacific where white civilization has taken
hold the population density has become more normal and is even
increasing,-for instance, in Fiji and in Samoa10. In discussing
remedies for depopulation,-in this case Pitt-Rivers' advocation of
ticomplete avoidance and non-interference",--he continues, "but in
places like the Solomon Islands, and they are typical of the rest of
the Pacific, this is impossible since the commercial future of the
group depends on native labor"'1. He concludes by recommending
miscegenation as the only probable solution. His conclusion appears
to be hasty and illogical. His work on the subject of the social
organization and culture of the Ontong Javanese is creditable, and
despite the fact that his vital statistics were evidently taken with care,
in applying them and his other findings to the problem of depopula-
tion in Melanesia he makes unwarranted generalizations'2. In the
first place the people of Ontong Java are not Melanesians but Poly-
nesians, a different race, who live on an oceanic atoll with a different
environment from most Melanesians. His error in inferring that
they represent what is typical of all the Solomon Islanders becomes
more striking when he declares, "the Solomons typical of the rest of
the Pacific".
Before considering the statistical material available on Mela-
nesian populations, mention should be made of the vexed question
as to whether or not depopulation occurred before the white man
invaded the Pacific islands. Rivers writes, "there is no evidence of
any value that the people were decreasing in number before the
advent of Europeans."'" In the same publication Durrad7 assents,
saying there was "no decline, but rather a tendency the other way".
Such statements need qualification, perhaps revision. The evidence
that depopulation has occurred since the European invasion is
furnished by a few printed vital statistics and, to one who has vrisited
Melanesia, by many items apart from the present inhabitants. There
are signs of former occupation in many places such as abandoned
village sites; and there are bush pigs of domestic strain on unin-
habited islands. White men resident in various parts of the Pacific
for thirty or forty years bear witness to the recent decline of native
population. Darwin' declares that the numbers on the Sandwich
Islands (Hawaii) decreased 68 per cent during the forty-year inter-
val between 1832 and 1872. In extending our enquiry back beyond
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the coming of the first European settlers we find the evidence
increasingly fragmentary. The re,cords of visits by early navigators
and hydrographers throw some interesting light on the subject.
Bougainville2, and Gallego, Mendana's* pilot, mention the large
numbers of natives encountered at certain islands of the Solomons9.
Captain Cook visited Tahiti about two years after Bougainville; both
explorers are noted for their abilities of observation, and they remark
on the size of the villages and the thriving population5. Such
reports collaborate in substantiating a rather rapid decline during the
past fifty years concurrent with the gradual European invasion.
Direct proof of depopulation before this period cannot be given, but
some indications should not be dismissed as purely mythical. Sug-
gestions of ancient inhabitants exist in numerous stories and songs of
the living tribes, where some of the oldest traditions and language
forms are to be found. Legends of a strange, small mountain people
like gnomes or dwarfs occur in the folk-lore of the higher Mela-
nesians on San Cristobal8 and Malaita14. Fox insinuates that some
of these fabulous folk may some day be discovered. These tales, as
Fox suggests, would seem to be bound up with former inhabitants, a
now extinct race which has been subdued by stronger immigrants and
whose culture and language has been absorbed. Furthermore, stone
monuments', dolmens, artefacts and circular hieroglyphs have been
found in parts of certain islands (S. E. New Guinea, Bougainville,
Choiseul, Ulawa and others), and apparently indicate earlier habita-
tion by folk who have disappeared. The present natives know little
about the significance of such things. They are interesting, but of
minor importance in our study of depopulation as it exists today.
Before leaving this subject it would be significant to mention the
head-hunting activities of the New Georgia tribes in the central
Solomons who are known to have vitally damaged the population of
whole islands (Kulambangra, Rendova, Tetipari, Ronongo-for
example) by their practice of raiding, which was based on socio-
religious rites requiring human sacrifice, and was in full force when
the white man appeared on the scene. Similar homicidal tribes are
located elsewhere.** This will be mentioned later in another con-
nection. What I wish to point out here is that those who dogmati-
cally declare that there was no depopulation before the European
* Mendana, discoverer of the Solomons, made an extensive tour of the group
lasting from February to August, 1568.
** Certain Papuan tribes of the Owen Stanley mountain range of central New
Guinea, like the Goilala and Doriri.
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invasion and who usually attach considerable guilt to the white man
forits increase since his advent, lose sight of the possible fact that the
population has fluctuated in former times for reasons we cannot
know-perhaps famine, epidemic disease and warfare. The white
man has not introduced a new phenomenon, but has greatly acceler-
ated the rate of one that is always liable to assert itself. We cannot
say what the optimum density of population was in Melanesia or
even what it should be today. Formerly the natives unconsciously
helped to maintain a balance by means of rites demanding human
sacrifice, by infanticide and abortion; and could curb depopulation,
perhaps, by migration which is no longer possible. But the interest-
ing element in studying depopulation is the rate of decrease and its
cyclical aspect obtained by correlating death-rate and birth-rate.
Regarding the evidence of depopulation in modern times it is
well to give a few comparative figures and attempt to describe the
methods of obtaining them. Practically all population datain Mela-
nesia have been collected by government officials-district officers,
magistrates or patrol officers. They are obtained by the census
method, and usually are connected with tax-collecting. Nearly all
the mountain tribes ofNew Guinea and other large islands and many
tribes inhabiting isolated islands are tax-free. Their numbers are
estimated and represent a considerable percentage of the totals
which have become in consequence much-rounded figures. In the
New Hebrides where native decline has been rife the condominium
English and French government levy few direct taxes and go on
estimating the population from year to year. The latest (1929) is
50,000-60,000. On Espiritu Santo, the largest island, Lambert1"
finds 7,001 males and 5,798 females, an excess of 1,203 males. I
find a note that on Tanna "where food supplies are abundant" and
on Tangoa "a mission center", the numbers have remained stationary
for the past few years. No figures are given nor is there any hint
about the significance of the statements quoted above. New Cale-
donia and Fiji are well imbued by European civilization. In the
latter group the natives are supposedly increasing. The census for
1921 showed 84,475 and for 1927, 90,263-an increase of 5,788 in
six years.* A graph curve beginning with the figure of 105,000 in
*Some of the figures cited are from Hermant and Cilento, A Report of the
Mission Entrusted with a Survey of Health Conditions in the Pacific Islands, Geneva,
1929, and were taken originally from official reports of the several governments. I
have quoted many directly out of such documents. They purport to represent the
native population; hybrids (half-castes), Europeans and foreign races are excluded.
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1891 (which must have been obtained largely by estimate) slopes on
a gradual decline to 87,000 in 1905; then a rise to 90,000 in 1917,
indicating apparent adjustment to some degree; followed by a sharp
decline during, the next two years (a period of serious disease epi-
demic) to 83,500; and finally a gradual upward trend again to the
present total which ought to be well over 90,000. This is the best
picture we have of the situation in any one group. Undoubtedly
these figures are as good as any on the subject.
When the French took possession of New Caledonia the native
population was estimated at 70,000. The number is reported to
have diminished to about 27,000w For the Solomons the modern
estimate is 150,000-160,000; Territory of Papua (former British
New Guinea), approximately 250,000-300,000; and Territory of
New Guinea (former German New Guinea)-425,000. The
methods of taking vital statistics among Melanesian peoples leave
much to be desired. The same census method is generally used
throughout the different territories, and is probably more effective
in getting the facts in Papua than in any other because the govern-
ment is more experienced and offers inducements tQward more accu-
rate reporting. The census is checked up from year to year in con-
junction with the head-tax, but it does not reach all the natives, and
there are many obstacles for the officer to surmount. It is only one
of the minor duties that he has to perform, and he must get his
report filed. The native has no way of telling how old he is, and
his memory is usually bad. Moreover, he inevitably tries to please
by assenting eagerly to what you have been led to think is true,
although the opposite may be the case, hence, the officer often has to
rely on superficial judgment. It is strictly tabu in this particular
village for a man to speak his own name; another must do it for
him. In addition, there is a system of adoption current and names
are exchanged several times throughout life. Even the departed
spirit is given a new one, making it difficult to find out who has died.
Many of the residents are away, indentured laborers to Europeans.
Some women have married and moved to other villages. The only
practical course open to the official is to estimate what he cannot learn
by enquiry. The important thing for him is to collect the tax. Thus,
vital statistics taken by the census method in Melanesia are open to
great inaccuracy. They represent a much more heterogeneous
society than our own, for instance, where the weakness ofthe census
method tends to disappear with great numbers, and where they deal
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with a much more homogeneous family system. The numbers in
Melanesia are not great, so that errors derived from estimating
affect the results considerably. The method should be altered to fit
the dual family organization and contingent factors in order to
ensure the highest rectiiude.
A recent paper byPowdermaker2' brings outthe.valueofknowing
the group questioned in tabulating the. vital statistics of five villages
on the east coast of New Ireland. Through the genealogical method
she has been able to compare birth- and death-rates and the sex ratios
for three generations and found that the death-rate during infancy
has increased while the birth-rate has remained relatively stable.
What would such procedure reveal if applied to all the villages of
the east coast, which is over 200 miles long? For a range which is
supposed to cover the coastal people of this area,. the German figures
give over 5,000 as a rough total. Later Australian figures(1922-29)
taken with much greater care from Karu to Kavieng, approximately
the northern half of the east coast, and with probably not so much
care for the remainder give between 7,000 and 8,000'. Comparison
is perhaps not advisable; the German officials evidently did not suc-
ceed in counting as many people as did the Australians, but in.the
German Annual Report for 1907-08 it is noted that, "the native
population of the Bismarck Archipelago is decreasing, in parts so
rapidly that the fact is recognizable even without exact statistical
reports." A dedine suddenly become apparent is mentioned in
reference to New Ireland in the Report for 1911-12.
Chinnery contributes important facts through investigation of
marriage unions alongthe east coast (Karu-Kavieng). Of the num-
ber queried (3,073), 27 per cent were childless, and 19 per cent of
the offspring of productive matings died during the period of lacta-
tion (given as two years). The incidence of this infantile death-
rate varied in different villages, the highest often occurring near
European settlements which could provide government or mission
medical attention.
In the light of Powdermaker's work it seems doubtful if the
population ofthis area is beginning to increase. If a similar method
could be applied in obtaining collateral information about mountain
tribes and about tribes living in other parts, both isolated and near
white settlements, we should have interesting results.
To point out a few other anomalies in the vital statistics pub-
lished by the Commonwealth ofAustralia for the government of the
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Territory of New Guinea the following comparisons of population
figures for four areas in 1914 and 1921 are made.
1914* 1921
New Britain and surround-
ing islands ................... 91,198 (52%o estimated! 80,304 (16%oestimated)
New Ireland and surround-
ing islands ................... 48,473 ( 9%o estimated) 38,462 (estimate
not included)
Bougainville Island ............ 32,660 (72%o estimated) 17,810 (estimate
not included)
Buka Island ................... 6,810 (supposedly 7,576 (supposedly
complete census) complete census)
N.E.New Guinea Mainland 35,535 (estimate 72,868 (42%oestimated)
not included)
* The 1914 figures were translated from German official documents; percentages
estimated in the above table are my calculations.
Bougainville declines roughly 14,600 in seven years, while Buka,
inhabited by the same type of native that lives in North Bougainville
(but in a different environment compared to the mountain people),
increases by 766. Buka lies about 1,500 yards northeast of Bougain-
ville. The rate of decline among the natives of the latter should be
greater than that of New Britain and the surrounding islands which
register a decrease of 10,894. The meaning of these figures and the
magnitude of the coefficient of error cannot be determined. Only
further investigation of the data and the methods of collecting
information can disclose anything conclusive for the whole Mela-
nesian region. It is apparent that the census method of securing
vital statistics as it has been used in Melanesia is inadequate for
obtaining reliable evidence on depopulation. To the government
official its expediency for mass counting cannot be denied.
What evidence must we have to prove that depopulation is
occurring? The general formula is as follows: a death-rate and
birth-rate in inverse proportion favoring the number of deaths.
This may take several forms: a static death-rate and decreased birth-
rate, a static birth-rate and a high death-rate, or a high death-rate
and a low birth-rate. The relative sex ratio in each commune or
group compared to a normal one, which can be guessed provided a
sufficient number of cases are available, should indicate the rate at
which the phenomenon is progressing. Lambert writes"5, "the New
Hebrides is a primitive country where it is impossible to collect vital
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statistics." What he means is that with the New Hebrides natives,
representing a primitive social organization, as do all Melanesian
people in varying degree, it is extremely difficult to collect vital
statistics that furnish enough data on the distribution and rate of
depopulation to prove conclusions of wide consequence. But we
can expect it to be quite feasible with the proper methods and facili-
ties. They would have to be applied to sample groups selected as
foci of depopulation factors in some such arrangement as will be
described, and here anthropological knowledge would be useful.
Examples for each group can be cited. Comparison of depopulation
rates dealingwith the same group over a period of years would show
how chronic the condition is. Differential sex ratios and their corre-
lations with marriage customs could be derived. And to carry this
further, the number of births per mating under various conditions
could be graphed in distribution curves, and medians also could be
obtained. Frequency curves could then be plotted to show the rela-
tive ages of death, arranged in ascending order, the range of which
would have to be arbitrarily assumed. Finally, the causes of death
could be tabulated. Such a method could be applied to groups of
natives selected as sampling a larger mass for purposes of compari-
son with others living under different conditions and subject to dif-
ferent influences and contacts. Those represented should include the
following at least: natives who have been subject to considerable
white contact and who dwell near white settlements (Hanuabada
village near Port Moresby, Territory of Papua, and many others);
natives who have experienced relatively little white contact and who
live isolated from white settlements (mountain villages of New
Guinea, New Britain, Bougainville, or Rossel Island). In both, the
second condition is not necessarily a corollary of the first, and vice
versa. Then comparative studies of natives dwelling in different
environments and therefore eating different food and practicing dif-
ferent modes of living could be worked out. The last two groups
would fall mostly into coastal and mountain people, or salt-water-
men and bushmen, and would align themselves uniformly regarding
proximity to white settlement.
The causes of depopulation have been much debated in the liter-
ature. We can divide them into three fundamental groups in order
of importance. First is the health of the native population. This
has been greatly affected by the influx of foreign diseases since the
advent of Europeans in Melanesia, and is a subject with great possi-
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bilities for specialized medical research. But the diseases can be con-
sidered in cursory fashion by separating them into endemic and
introduced. To the more important endemic diseases, and they are
few compared to those introduced during the past seventy-five years,
the natives possess varying power of immunity. The most common
are yaws, malaria, filariasis, and hookworm. Of these, yaws may be
treated with arsenical and bismuth preparations, and hookworm can
be effectively checked with CC14. The indigenous parasite is Neca-
tor americams. The old world form (Ancylostoma duodenale), of
more unfavorable prognosis, has been brought in by Asiatic immi-
gration and is found spordically, often mixed with the other. The
problem of prevention involves sanitation primarily, and this is hard
to improve because the natives never wear shoes and are generally
averse to using latrines on account of old habits and superstitious
beliefs.* A successful system has been introduced in the Tonga
Islands (Polynesia) with good results. Despite its wide-spread
incidence hookworm would not appear to be a serious affliction, but
it undoubtedly reduces the native's stamina, his resistance to other
diseases, and his potential recuperative power.
Filariasis presents several problems for investigation, especially
its geographic distribution, the vector of the disease, and the differ-
ence between the continuous and periodic activity of the parasite in
the individual.**
Malaria is probably the most difficult of all tropical diseases to
combat in the native population. It is not the actual cause of death
in many cases. Mountain people are quite free from it, no speces
of Anopheles occurring above two or three thousand feet; and
coastal tribes that have lived in malarious environment for years
have developed considerable resistance. However, likehookwormits
general devitalizing effect must be profound. The worst cases of
yaws are found among children and youths, and similarly the inci-
dence of splenic involvement is highest in the younger members of
a community where malaria is rife. There are no other endemic
diseases worthy of mention. Tropical ulcers, infections and skin
*The majority of coastal Melanesians regard the sea as sacred and would not
use it as a latrine. I have found this respect for things of ancient reverence persist-
ing in thoroughly Christianized natives.
**The non-periodic is the usual type so often met with in Polynesia; the
periodic is the common Melanesian form and involves the question of filarial
myositis. Cf. Giblin, W. E., Myositis Amongst Papuan Natives, M. J. Australasia,
1922, 2, 60-62.
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diseases, such as ringworm are common, but are accorded less promi-
nence by physicians and have little bearing on depopulation. Hog-
bin'2 includes among the "more serious diseases" of the Ontong
Javanese the following: heart failure, difficulty in breathing,
choking, vomiting, and general malaise.
The introduced diseases are the ones that cause the death-rate
to swing toward depopulation. It is difficult to list them in order
of importance because the medical records are incomplete and
unanalyzed. Possibly they may assume the following relative posi-
tion, the later ones being placed with some reservation: 1 Pulmo-
nary diseases (tuberculosis, pneumonia, influenza, pleurisy, common
colds, whooping-cough); 2 Dysentery (the bacillary form is more
common than is the amebic, and the history of its arrival and spread
is obscure'0); 3 Venereal diseases (gonorrhea is very important,
syphilis less so); 4 Poliomyelitis; 5 Leprosy; 6 Measles; and 7
a variety of other infections such as diphtheria, typhoid fever,
smallpox, mumps, etc.
The diseases of the first group, i.e., the pulmonary diseases, are
by far the most serious in swelling the death-rate. Large communi-
ties have been ravaged by epidemics. In the Territory of New
Guinea it has been shown that the susceptibility of the native to
pulmonary infections like tuberculosis, pneumonia, and influenza
increase by over fifty per cent during a ten-year period following his
introduction to European civilization23. This conclusion is based on
autopsies performed for several years in the Hospital at Rabaul, the
capital of the Territory of New Guinea. The subjects were mostly
indentured laborers and therefore do not represent a normal group.
Very few facts exist as to the true causes of death in native villages,
and a question may well be raised as to the usual causes of death
among the mountain natives who seldom see a white man. Doubt-
less, in Papua, the Fathers of the Sacred Heart Mission could supply
information on this subject.
Food deficiency in fat and protein and in vitamins A, C, and E
has also been mentioned as a debilitating factor'0, and a cause of
beriberi, which is uncommon today. It is said that these elements
were formerly supplied by various plants, the vital parts of animals,
sharks, and pigs, and through cannibalism. Whether this is sig-
nificant or not, the fact remains that health conditions concurrent
with the European invasion make up the greatest causal feature of
depopulation. The Melanesian must adjust himself to withstand
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new diseases that increase infant mortality and decrease adult
stamina.
The second cause of depopulation, which really consists of a
number of interrelated causes, is actuated by the dislocation of
inherent village* life, producing decay of village law, economics,
and morality. The main features of social disintegration are located
in the family organization and marriage customs which formerly
operated to select the best types of men and women to rear children.
Nowadays, in communities inured to white influence the young and
virile men leave their villages and become indentured for several
years as laborers to Europeans. Consequently, they marry late or
not at all. Family ties and property rights are broken down. In
general, the bride price has not been reduced to scale with a debased
currency. Marriage relationship is interfered with by Christian
Missions that attempt to set up a new system which does not equal
the old forms in functional efficiency. This is not meant to apply
especially to polygyny, which is not the common practice in Mela-
nesia, but to monogamy and the rights of kinship and property that
are entailed. In this second group of causes the social anthropologist
can speak with authority and it may be pertinent to give one example
of dislocation of village life which has to do with the practice of
head-hunting in a New Georgia tribe located on Gatukai Island in
the central Solomons. This description of a mortuary rite was
taken down from the dictation of an old, blind native. He lived
inland, having isolated himself from his coast-dwelling brethren,
and was the only real pagan I encountered around New Georgia,
a stronghold of the Methodist Mission.
When a chief dies poles are erected in the villages of his kin and the
dead man's head is put on the one in front of his house and is moved around
from time to time to the other poles until five circuits have been completed.
A local feast is held upon its arrival each time. The big funeral feast is
given one hundred days after the head has been exhibited. On this occasion
the hair of all relatives and near-of-kin is shorn. Now they wait a month
or two during which period priests of magic commune with the departed
spirit.
Twelve months later, having received a favorable omen from the dead
man's spirit, the members of his clan build a head-house near the arivo (big
canoe-house). Two canoes are made ready, and out the men go to catch
*The term "village" is used advisedly, rather than "tribal", since the funda-
mental structural unit in Melanesian social organization is the village.
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one hundred fish. They must try until it is accomplished in one day. This
done, the dead chief's spirit commands that the warriors embark on a head-
hunting expedition. The younger men are placed farthest forward in the
canoes so that they, as neophytes, may have the best opportunity of acquiring
the heads of those attacked. When they return from a successful trip a
feast is held for the indulgence of the head-hunters. The women run out
to meet the approaching canoes and pretend to be angry, shamming fight.
After this the new chief orders license for the younger men. Having recently
gone through a period of isolation, now as members of a successful head-
hunting party, they are ready. Girls and women are hired for prostitution;
others offer themselves. Feasting and dancing continue as the party goes
from village to village. Clay water-bottles have been put out in front of
each, and these are broken ceremoniously by the celebrating visitors. Out
rush the men of the village and a sham battle is staged, principally with the
idea of trying the mettle of the newly-initiated. The local chief stops the
show.
The head-hunters have taken care to capture from their enemies a
young boy or girl for sacrifice to the spirit of the dead chief. He is kept
by a guardian and is well fed and cared for. The guardian is always a man.
If the intended victim be a boy a female pig is sacrificed with him; if a girl,
a male pig is sacrificed. The victim is kept entirely unconscious of his fate,
having been led to believe that he has been adopted into the clan of his
guardian.
On the day of the final feast the victim is coaxed into the water where
the guardian and a companion pretend to play with him, holding him under
the water until unconscious. He is then carried on their shoulders to a sharp
stone in front of the skull-house. Here he (or she) is laid on the ground
with his neck on this stone. As soon as the skin touches the stone a priest
rushes out and cuts the victim's throat with a bamboo knife. The bowels
are pierced with a spear and the intestines pulled out and wound round the
left thumb; one loop is attached to a branch of the sacred Dracaena tree
growing before the skull-house. At sundown the body is cooked and certain
vital parts are eaten by the men. The blood is boiled and drunk by the
priests and leading chiefs.
This completes the ceremony, after which the clan settles down to await
another omen from some dead chief's spirit to undertake further head-hunting
as part of another mortuary ceremony. Thus the cycle of activity begins
anew; and the whole may last several years.
I cannot vouch for the accuracy of this recital,-for the tran-
scription I am indebted to Rev. R. H. Tutty of the Seventh-Day
Advent Mission,-but in the main it is probably correct, although it
may have varied considerably in detail. Such a series of events has
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not taken place for fifty or sixty years at least. It shows, however,
how the practice of head-hunting was bound up with other institu-
tions and customs, and how its removal would effect wide-spread
ramfication of decline in many phases of their organized social life,
which is what has happened on New Georgia.
The third and final cause of depopulation is the psychological
factor. In many ways it is the most difficult to discuss because
definite proofs of theories are lacking. An observer certainly would
not deny that such an abetting factor to general apathy exists in
depopulation phenomena, but it is probable that it has been over-
emphasized at times at the expense of the other two causes. Pitt-
Rivers20 states that the Melanesians, through their contact with
Europeans, have lost their joie de vivr&-that they are bored. He
points out that this has undermined the "adaption ability" of the
Melanesians, which is a "purposive condition of survival". "In
fact", he goes on, "any race determined to survive cannot be exter-
minated." The functional reality of a purposive adaption ability in
a race may be questioned. Archeology and history tell us of races
that would seem to have possessed this peculiar quality when they
were flourishing, but they declined nevertheless. Pitt-Rivers speaks
of the comparative readjustments that races have shown in the face
of modified environment and culture. His idea of the "culture-
potential" is "the capacity to develop under suitable conditions,
artistic, scientific, or technical skill and temperamental disposition".
The meaning of this is rather vague. Malinowski'7 apparently
favors this idea, for he writes, "It is a well-known fact that the resis-
tance and health of a native depend on autosuggestion even more
than is the case with ourselves . . . It is, therefore, not going beyond
what is fully granted by facts, to maintain that a general loss of
interest inlife, of the joiede vivre, the cutting of all bonds of intense
interest, which bind members of a human community to existence,
will result in their giving up the desire to live together, and that
they will, therefore, fall an easy prey to any disease, as well as fail
to multiply." No one who has been with Melanesians can overlook
the fact that individuals have been known to die from unexplainable
psychoses which can be termed autosuggestive, but it is going beyond
what is fully granted by facts to apply such phenomena to a social
group of any size and to declare its members, therefore, easy prey to
any disease and doomed to dedine. The concept of a variable
physiological constitution in races, which is conditioned by their
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history and the influences of external elements is valid. These
influences appear to be automatic in action, and we do not yet know
how they operate, but important correlations have been made by
comparing the facts of history and environment with the racial type
as it exists today. The general "insouciance" of the native, another
term which Pitt-Rivers invokes to express his meaning, is not a new
observation. It is the Melanesian's characteristic attitude toward
the white man and his accoutrements of civilization. The natives
which I encountered in many parts of the Solomons, S. E. New
Guinea, New Britain and intervening islands had not lost their joie
de vivre. Individually, most of them seemed to enjoy living, and
were not bored. This is noteworthy when we consider how the
Melanesian under British or Australian control is harassed continu-
ally by traders, planters and commercial people, by government
officials and missionaries and, occasionally, by an anthropologist.
The psychological factor is, of course, bound up with the highly
controversial question of the primitive mind. The typical mental
faculty of the Melanesian is certainly primitive. What interests us in
its relation to depopulation is the ability that the faculty exhibits for
adjustment to comparatively new elements of mental empiricism. In
short, can the typical Melanesian mindworkaswellasours? Towhat
degree can he associate and dissociate sense impressions and ideas?
Judging from the literature on the subject there seem to be two gen-
eraltheories ofoppositiveconnotationadvanced. One,thatthemen-
tal traits of the primitive mind are very similar to our own; that its
power to correlate and act on external data are as good or potentially
so. This would imply a corresponding quality of memory and
teachability. Boas' says that, "not only emotions, intellect and will-
power of man are alike everywhere, but that much more detailed
similarities in thought and action occur among the most diverse
peoples." The other theory holds that the typical primitive mind
cannot work as well as ours; that it has less power of reason,
memory and teachability. I quote Levy-Bruhl'6: "The entire men-
tal habit which rules out abstract thought and reasoning, properly
so-called, seems to be met with in a large number of uncivilized
communities." In commenting on the Melanesians in regard to the
status of their mental faculty I should subscribe to a concept some-
what approximating this view. It is a matter of subjective opinion
at this time, since no reliable evidence has been published concerning
the average Melanesian I. Q. as compared to ours, nor do I know
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of the existence of any satisfactory test or questionnaire of primitive
mental faculty. But it does not follow, therefore, that the Mela-
nesian is not logical, although Parkinson"8 statesthat"logicalthought
in nearly every case is an impossibility to him". On the contrary,
the Indo-Australian languages reveal a deductive quality that is not
orderly, perhaps, but certainly logical. The vocabularies are full of
descriptive words for the minutest things, but few abstract terms.
Every action is expressed pari passu in complete detail. Here at
least, we can see that the Melanesian thinks in a different manner
from us bythe concepts he perceives in talking. Here we should do
well to ask counsel of the linguistic specialist. According to our
standards, then, the typical Melanesian mind cannot work as well as
ours. But the native can satisfy himself much better than we in
terms of his own empirical environment; and he has a faculty for
accepting what he cannot understand or attribute to the mysterious.
This discussion may seem tangential to the subject of depopulation,
but its purpose is to indicate that few of us have encountered a really
primitive mind; that we know very little about its quality except
that it works differently from ours and not as well as an adjust-
ment mechanism; and that it is difficult to prove its relationship to
depopulation except in this respect. The principal facts of the prob-
lem are to be found in the causes already outlined, of which the
psychological factor is the least important.
From the data now available it is obvious that the most remark-
able fact now known about depopulation in Melanesia is its exis-
tence. The eventual solution of the problem rests upon its relative
incidence or rate of occurrence, which can be measured in selected
areas by statistical analyses of the factors described. Out of such
procedure should be derived the survival-rate over a period of years
of different groups, depending on their various abilities of adjust-
ment to health conditions, dislocated village life, and unfamiliar
associations and ideas. It will be interesting to watch the problem
develop since it is the professed policy of the governments to support
the health of the natives and replace their former savage social
pursuits with an adequate fulfillment of activity. Furthermore, it
is the hope of the Christian Missions to bridge the gap left open by
the decline of superstitious religion, and the majority of the Mela-
nesians suffering from depopulation are in the hands of these two
bodies. Investigations along the lines indicated should reveal how
successful they are in their administration.
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